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NICTITATION AND BLEPHAROSPASM*
By Ralph H. Gree/L O.D.. D.O.S.. F.A.A.O.

Definitions:

NICTITATION:
Excessive blinking of tiie eyelids; an accentu-

ated form of winking, the act being more

forceful, more frequent and more prolonged

than normal.

BLEPHAROSPASM:
An involuntary contraction of a portion or

whole of the orbicularis palpebrarum, ap-

pearing as a clonic or tonic cramp. A clonic

cramp may consist merely of a twitching of

a few fibres (fibrillary twitching) of the

orbicularis muscle, most commonly in the

lower eyelid, very annoying and often the

cause of undue alarm. This is a common
symptom in ophthalmic practice. A tonic

cramp is a persistent spasm of the orbicularis

muscle.

Causes:

HABIT CHOREA:
A condition most often affecting children,

especially during their early school years.

This excessive blinking may be associated

with jerky movements of the facial or other

muscles: this is a form of nervous disorder.

Almost invariably uncorrected refractive er-

rors, heterophorias, accommodation and con-

vergence difficulties, blepharitis, follicular

and phlyctenular conjunctivitis are exciting

causes. The refractionist should correct any

and all difficulties he finds and in addition

should refer the patient to a physician for a

physical examination.

EYESTRAIN (so-called)

:

A fibrillary twitching of the eyelids as a re-

sult of uncorrected refractive errors, hetero-

phorias, accommodation and convergence

difficulties. In addition to the muscular

twitching there may be an intraocular pain,

frontal headaches, ocular fatigue, drowsiness,

excessive lachrymation, itching and burning

* Reprinted by permissifvn from The Rhode Islnnd Optometrie
.Journal. November 1947.

sensation, vertigo, congestion of the conjunc-

tiva, and photophobia. Prolonged use of the

eyes in close work aggravates the condition.

FOLLICULAR and PHLYCTENULAR

CONJUNCTIVITIS and BLEPHATITIS:
May produce a spasm of the orbicularis,

usually clonic.

KERATITIS (phlyctenular and interstitial) :

May produce a tonic cramp of the orbicularis,

as mav an erosion of the corneal epithelium.

ALBINISM:
The frequent blinking of the albino is due to

the extreme photophobia and is characterized

by: silver colored hair, nystagmus, amblyopia,

extreme photophobia, high refractive error,

pink irides.

TRICHIASIS:

An affection of the eyelashes (cilia) in which

part or all of the eyelashes are misplaced

backwards to impinge on the cornea and

bulbar conjunctiva. This may produce a tonic

blepharospasm.

FOREIGN BODY:
This is the most common example of tonic

spasm of the orbicularis and is due to irrita-

tion of the trigeminal filaments by a foreign

body on the conjunctiva or the cornea.

TRAUMATIC NEUROSIS:
Tonic spasm of the orbicularis may be a

symptom following a slight blow on the

head. This is not a spasm due to organic

causes but rather a purely psychotic reaction.

The blepharospasm may be accompanied by

other symptoms, including visual field con-

tractions (field manifestations common to

functional nervous disorders), monocular

diplopia, photophobia, anaesthesia of the

skin of the eyelids and cornea.

OCCUPATIONAL BLEPHAROSPASM:
Watchmakers, who are in the habit of hold-

(P/ease turn to page 5)
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AO PHYSICISTS
the men behind the superior optical properties of . . .

AO TILLYER BIFOCALS

The AO Tillyer "B" One-Piece Bifocal

is recommended— irrfact, has no superi-

or—where it is desired to provide a
small, inconspicuous, color-free segment
with a maximum field in the round type

segment. And through its corrected

curves the AO Tillyer "B" also provides

a maximum field of accurate vision and
added comfort to the wearer. Here are
its outstanding characteristics:

measuring refractive index...

Glass used in the manufacture of ophthalmic lenses
should possess special optical properties. For
this reason, American Optical Company men of

science subject AO ophthalmic glass to many com-
plex laboratory tests, as illustrated above, before
rt is approved for fabrication into AO Tillyer lenses.

I he picture (left to right) shows B. J. Ziegler,

VJ. B. Reed, and Dr. E. D. Tillyer measuring the
refractive index of raw ophthalmic glass. In

meeting the highest of optical standards, this AO-
developed glass represents another reason why
millions of AO Tillyer corrected-curve lenses have
been prescribed by professional men.

In prescribing the AO Tillyer "B" Bifocal you can be

certain that the accuracy of your refraction will be

fully protected over the entire area of the lens.

For further details about the Tillyer "B," or any
other type of Tillyer Bifocal, consult your AO
represer.tative who is ready to serve your needs.

-^ Exclusive Tillyer Curves Assuring

Maximum Marginal Correction

•A" One-Piece Type

-^ Excellent for Grinding Prism

Segments

-yk: Inconspicuous Segment

"fc Excellent for Decentration

American ^ Optical
COM PAN Y

FOR MAXIMUM MARGINAL CORRECTION ... the ao tillyer family of lenses



Nicitation and Blepharospasm

{^Continued from page 3)

ing the magnifying glass in the grip of the

orbicularis muscle, often suffer from a form

of blepharospasm.

KEURASTHENIA:
Fibrillary twitching is a common symptom

of the neurasthenic patient, especially after

a prolonged application of the eyes in close

work. Other ocular symptoms of neurasthenia

are headaches, photophobia, fluctuating vi-

sion, improvement of vision in the dusk and

through tinted lenses.

SENILE BLEPHAROSPASM:
Some old people suffer from blepharospasm

that recurs at rather short intervals, comes on

suddenly, and keeps the eyes closed for quite

a length of time. At the moment of the at-

tack the margin of the lower eyelid may be

seen to rise, that of the upper one to sink,

and both move toward the mid-line of the

face. The patient is seen to distort his face

and open his mouth in an effort to overcome
the spasm. Attacks of this nature have placed

old persons in great danger while walking

on the street, as they were rendered prac-

tically blind. The cause of this trouble is un-

known.

IRRITATING GAS FUMES AND SMOKE:
A tonic spasm (temporary) may result from
irritation of the trigeminal filaments in the

cornea by strong gas fumes and smoke.

VIBRATORY TREMOR OF THE EYELIDS:
Many healthy persons exhibit a peculiar vi-

bratory tremor of the eyelids when they keep
their eyes gently closed. This tremor of the

eyelids is physiological but is more marked
in cases of neurasthenia.

STRONG LIGHT:
A strong light is apt to excite a blepharo-

spasm in nervous and hysterical persons, and
sometimes does so in others when a dazzling

is produced by opacities in the refractive

media, such as occasionally happens in in-

cipient cataract.

MASSACHUSETTS BULLETIN
TO EXPAND

The Bulletin of the Massachusetts Society

of Optometrists ^\ill expand to include the

other five New England State Societies, an-

nounced Dr. Arthur F. March, Jr., Editor, at a

recent staff meeting.

Starting with the January, 1949, issue and

continuing for a period of six months, the pub-

lication will be circulated throughout the New
England States and their respective society

members. Its efforts will be devoted towards

the promotion of the A.O.A. Convention to be

held in June, 1949, at the Hotel Statler, Bos-

ton, and to various Optometric activities in New
England.

The Bulletin, which is recognized as one of

the leading State journals, will increase its cir-

culation to fourteen hundred and the number
of its pages to thirty-two. Thus it will main-

tain its position as the largest State Optometric

journal in the country.

This is planned as the first major step in the

eventual development of the New England

Optometric Journal.

CORNY CORNER
A man who boasts that he runs things around

his house is referring to the lawn mower, wash-

ing machine, vacuum cleaner and errands.

Irate customer: "Waiter, there's a twig in my
soup!"

Undisturbed waiter: "I wouldn't be surprised.

We have branches all over the city."

A marriage license is like a hunting license-

it entitles you to one deer and no more.

LESS COMMON CAUSES:

Persistent blepharospasm has been seen to be

the result of diseases of the nose pharynx

and teeth. Usually it is difficult to recognize

the cause of the blepharospasm in all of

these cases. Only after the removal of these

difficulties does the blepharospasm disappear.
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OUR SCHOOL ACQUIRES PERMANENT
HOME

At a dinner given by the Board of Trustees

of the Massachusetts School of Optometry in

the Hotel Somerset, Boston, on November 17th,

Dr. Herman L. Klein, President of the Board

of Trustees, publicly announced the purchase

from Boston University of the building pres-

ently occupied by their School of Public Rela-

tions. Guests at the dinner included the officers

of the Massachusetts Society of Optometrists,

the members of the faculty and clinical staff,

officers of the Alumni Association. Dr. Jerome

Leavitt, of Laconia, N. H., President of the

New England Council of Optometrists, and

members of the Massachusetts State Board of

Examiners in Optometry.

Dr. G. Edward Bradley, the Mayor of Somer-

ville and member of the Board of Trustees,

served as toastmaster. In his introductory speech

Dr. Bradley gave a summary of highlights from

the life of Horace Mann, for whom the pur-

chased building is named. As statesman and

educator "Horace Mann was a great stimulus

to educational progress in Massachusetts in the

first half of the nineteenth century and suc-

ceeded in making the Massachusetts system of

education the prototype of other state systems."

Dr. Bradley also spoke of the late Dr.

August A. Klein, who founded the school in

1894, and his successor the late Dr. Theodore

F. Klein. Both of these men occupied central

positions in the development of the school and

played important roles in the pioneering of

optometric education.

Dr. Bradley then introduced Dr. Herman L.

Klein, who in turn introduced the members of

the Board of Trustees, consisting of Dr. Oscar

McCuUoch of Holyoke, Dr. Joseph Montminy,

Sr. of Lowell, Dr. Lynwood Storer of Newton-
ville, Mr. Joseph Duffy of Braintree, Dr. Otto

Hochstadt of Brighton, Dr. Ralph H. Green of

Medway, Miss Theodora Klein of NewtonviUe,

and Dr. G. Edward Bradley of Somerville. Dr.

Klein commended the members of the Board

for their splendid cooperation in all matters

pertaining to the administration of the school.

It was through their untiring efforts that the

purchase of this tine building was made pos-

sible, "for in spite of the fact that each indi-

vidual on this Board is overtaxed with personal

burdens and responsibilities, when called upon

to devote his attention to some problem con-

nected with the school not one fails to displa)'

immediate active interest."

Dr. Klein then gave a brief description of

the building, "a four-story structure ideally lo-

cated on Newbury Street in the Copley Square

district." A large photograph of this building

occupied a prominent position beside the head

table, and to this Dr. Klein pointed with pride

as he described the many splendid facilities

which this $200,()()0 edifice contains.

Dr. Klein also read congratulatory letters

received from Dr. John O'Shea, President of

the American Optometric Association, Dr. H.

Ward Ewalt, Jr., Chairman of the Council on

Education and Professional Guidance of the

A.O.A,, and Mr. Harold Kohn, legal counsel-

lor of the A.O.A.

Following Dr. Klein, Dean Ralph H. Green

spoke of the purchase of the building as the

"third achievement in a long-range four-point

program which the Board of Trustees set out

to accomplish". Dr. Green said, "The purchase

of the building is not only of importance to

those directly associated with the school, but it

is an important step forward in bringing about

better public and professional relations for Op-

tometry". Dr. Green also said that for the time

being the clinic, optometry practice laboratories,

mechanical optics laboratories, and the chemis-

try laboratory would remain in the other build-

ing on Commonwealth Avenue.

Other distinguished guests were then called

upon to say a few words. Those who spoke

were Dr. Adelbert O. Parrott, President of the

Massachusetts Society of Optometrists; Dr. Jo-

seph McDermott, President of the Alumni As-

sociation; Dr. Jerome Leavitt, President of the

New England Council of Optometrists; Dr.

{Please turn to page 17)
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HEMERALOPIA—
DAY BLINDNESS

by Artbin- O. Brnce. M.D.

Hemeralopia may be defined as day-blindness

or the inability to see in a bright light; the pa-

tient is not actually blind, but the visual acuity

is reduced. The term hemeralopia has often

been erroneously used to designate night-blind-

ness, the confusion arising from the fact that

for many years many European ophthalmolo-

gists used it for that condition. For this reason

it is often necessary to find out whether the

author of an article in a periodical or a book

was trained in the United States or in Europe

before we can tell what he means by hemeral-

opia. To avoid this confusion of terms, many
writers avoid the terms nyctalopia and hemeral-

opia, and use the terms night-blindness and

day-blindness instead.

Day-blindness sometimes runs in families

and is inherited. Bordley reported a family in

which he had traced the condition for five

generations.

Sometimes we find cases of idiopathic epi-

demic hemeralopia. Von Haarenschwand re-

ported '54 men of the same regiment in the

Polish Army with this complaint. Most of these

men were farmers in civilian life and came from

rather large families. Physical strain and sun

glare aggravated their condition.

Several authors have found hemeralopia to be

associated with keratomalacia, or softening of

the cornea.

Von Hippel says that a defective formation

and an abnormal consumption of a substance

in the retina, perhaps of the visual purple, must

be the cause of hemeralopia. The accumulation

of this substance is kept under certain limits or

below a certain threshold by noxious influences,

but after removal of one or the other of these,

a sufficient accumulation of the substance may
be possible and the function returns.

Ishihara observed that defects in the diet were

contributing factors in this condition. A scarcity

of fat in the food or a diminished absorption

of fat in the intestines was noted.

(^Please turu to page 18)
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SIR ISAAC NEWTON
by Dr. Harold C. Cline

Sir Isaac Newton was one of the greatest

natural philosophers of all time; author of the

"Principia" propounder of the emission, or

corpuscular, theory of light, and discoverer of

the law of gravitation, the dispersion of light,

the composite nature of white light, and the

unequal refrangibility of different colors.

He was born at Woolsthorpe, near Gran-

tham, Lincolnshire, England, on December 25,

1642, the son of a small farmer v/hose name
also was Isaac. The father having died some
months before the son was born, and the mother

having remarried three years later, young Isaac

was placed in the care of his grandmother. She

seems to have been careless of his education,

for he did not attend school until he was twelve

years old. For a long time after that he was, by

his own confession, a careless and indolent

pupil, although he showed a decided penchant

for mechanics and constructed a number of

windmills, cupboards, tables, and little chests.

At sixteen years of age he returned to his

mother, who was now once again a widow, and

engaged in tilling the family's lands. Showing
little taste and inclination for this work, he was
sent to Trinity College, Cambridge, by his

mother on the advice of her vicar, who also

happened to be her brother. Here the mental

giant in young Isaac was awakened and all

studies thereafter seemed too easy for him. He
received his bachelor's degree in 1665 and his

master's two years later. Two years after that

he was chosen by Barrow, a professor at Cam-
bridge, to edit the latter's "Geometrical and
Optical Lectures." In 1669 Newton was elected

Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at Cam-
bridge, where he also lectured on optics, in

addition to mathematics. In these optical lec-

tures he announced most of his optical dis-

coveries.

In 1675 Newton published his "Discourse on
Light and Colours" and in 1704 the first edi-

tion of his "Opticks" or "A treatise of the Re-

flections, Refractions, Inflections and Colours of

Light. " Other English editions of the book ap-

peared in London in 1716, 1721 and 1730;

Latin editions in London in 1719, 1721 and

1728; French editions in Paris m 1720, 1726,

1737 and in Lausanne in 1740; and Italian

editions in Padua in 1773.

Newton's "Opticks" is divided into three

books: the first treating "the reflexion, refrac-

tion and dispersion of light"; the second dis-

cussing "the reflexions, refractions and colours

of thin transparent bodies"; and the third is

about "the inflexions (difi^raction) of the rays

of light, and the colours made thereby." Then

follows a series of questions concerning certain

incomplete experiments and unsolved problems,

Newton explaining rather definitely by way of

preface, "I cannot now think of taking these

things into farther consideration."

Newton's corpuscular theory, which is also

called the "emission" theory of light, declares

or rather hypothecates that light is caused by

the bombardment of the retina by minute cor-

puscles emitted by a luminous body. Newton
himself was never convinced of the truth of his

theory and merely employed it to explain at

least provisionally a number of light phenom-

ena. Owing, however, to the man's enormous

influence, his emission theory was well-nigh

universally accepted as the definitive explana-

tion of the nature of light until the time of

Thomas Young, who in 1802 revived and fur-

ther developed the undulatory theory of light,

and with that gave absolute quietus to the

theory of Newton.

For a number of years Newton was troubled

with incontinence of urine, probably due to

stone, and in January 1725, he was seized with

a violent cough together with a pulmonary in-

flammation. Some time later he suffered an

attack of the gout and died on Monday, March

20, 1727, at the age of 84. His body lay in state

in the Jerusalem chamber and was then buried

in Westminster Abbey.
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Professional Advancement Program
SPONSORED BY

Atn^UcoH, O'oi.o^nei'Uc A6,6xiciatia*t

DEPARTMENT OF ETHICS AND ECONOMICS—

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
ON THE GROUND FLOOR

Exterior of attractive, ethical office, occupied

by Dr. J. J. Brown, Optometrist, Perth Amboy,

New Jersey. The reserved dignity of the non-

commercial front proclaims Dr. Brown's office

a professional establishment.

Since the public is prone to form opinions

about where to obtain professional services by

the physical aspects of an office, a professional

appearance helps to pay dividends in increased

practice through patient respect.

For Similar Results

Follow These Four
Simple Rules

Eliminate your "display win-
dow."

Remove fitting table and dis-

plays from reception room.

Remove outdoor sign, replace
with dignified name plate.

Render professional services

on a fee basis, instead of

"selling" eye glasses.



THE SCCPE
Official undergraduate publication of the

MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY

285 Huntington Avenue

Boston 1 5, Mass.

Edhar-hi-Chief Egon R. Werthamer

Associate Editor MEYER Izbitsky

Btisiness Stajf JOSEPH L. Herman, Mgr.

Advertising Staff GERALD S. Feldman, Mgr.

Ralph I. Dinin

Circulation Staff Robert Kisner, Mgr.

Ralph Mann
Harry Zeltzer

Staff W-'rjters.., losEPH Barresi

Bud Chernoff
Norman Ruby
Milton Gallin
Allan H. Lubin
Irwin Sarkin

Len Zuckerbraun

Contrib/iting Ed/tors.... Arthur O. Bruce, M.D.
Harold Cune, O.D.

Fact/It) Advisor Wendell F. Fogg, Ed. M.

Not long ago The American Optical Com-
pany published the results of a survey of op-

tometrists just one year out of school, and the

released figures are quite illuminating as well

as encouraging. They are of special interest to

us students in the schools of optometry, because

in an indirect way these figures indicate to us

what to expect in the future.

Four hundred and forty questionnaires were

sent out, fifty percent of which were returned

with answers. Some of the findings in this poll

were that after one year of school, seventy

percent of the graduates were in their own

practices, twenty-eight percent were in partner-

ship with or working for other optometrists,

and only two percent were not practicing op-

tometry. The absorption of ninety-eight percent

of the graduates within one year, more than

two-thirds of whom opened up their own prac-

tices, indicates a healthy trend in the profession.

Sixty-eight percent of the graduates located

themselves in metropolitan areas. According to

the latest figures released by the United States

government, people living in metropolitan

areas in the United States amount to only fifty-

six percent of the total population, so that rural

areas seem to afford the best opportunity for

the neophyte optometrist.

Some of the other figures released show that

fifty-five percent still charge by one "unit" fee;

twenty-four percent state two separate charges

if the patient so requests; twenty percent are

using two separate charges, one for services and

one for materials (three-quarters of these de-

termine the charge of materials at prescription

cost plus overhead) ; and only one percent are

still "selling glasses". This part of the survey

shows that the vigorous campaign being waged
by the American Optometric Association and

other affiliated organizations has really borne

fruit and that the new optometrists entering the

field have ethical bases for charges to their

patients.

Fifty-five percent of those polled determined

their fees on the basis of those charged by other

optometrists; twenty-five percent by the trial

and error method; and twenty percent by vari-

ous other methods.

Fifteen percent operate their own labora-

tories; on the average these new optometrists

handled about 30 patients a month during the

first six months; the fact that approximately

seventy-five percent belong to the local-state-

national associations speaks well of these men;
about sixty percent subscribe to the Optometric

Extension Program; and fifty percent do visual

training.

In the future, we think it would be interest-

ing to publish a survey on these new practi-

tioners' average income and on their profes-

sionalism.

E. W.
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Senior Setf^M^enti Joseph V. Bairesi, '49

Notable e\'ents that haxe happened during

the past month certainly deserve top billing in

this month's column. We became Seniors, an

event which has long been awaited—the last

lap lies ahead and we face it with a determina-

tion that has spurred us all these years and has

never left us, October became November, bring-

ing chilly, short days. With that, Moritz

changed to his "longies", and Parent to a

stronger concentration of bourbon. Even Mr.

Truman stopped playing "Missouri Waltz" and

struck up "It's Magic".

The first official duty of the Senior class wis

to elect new officers. Tabulation of votes in-

formed us that MacLean was our new "prexy",

Sam Rubin vice president; Dorothy Czechowski

still serves as secretary, and G. Sullivan has the

banker's job of collecting and hoarding class

dues. Riley and Jablow still serve as representa-

tives to the Student Council.

The Northeast Optometric Congress was well

attended by our class, and many new trails of

thought were pointed out to us by such men
as Skeffington, Koehler, Daniel, and Hill. Dr.

Skeffington, you'll remember insisted on calling

a blackboard a bi-dhnensioiial manifold. Which
goes to show that vocabulary can be perplexing.

Seniors in the limelight of the Poverty Party

were Walt Donahue and Art Greenberg.

Walter, with the cooperation of our charming

librarian, won the waltz contest and Arthur

appeared with the same female he had taken

on the Moonlite Cruise . . . hmmm . . . must be

going steady. Subjective \'ertigo was complained

of by many students during post-party days.

Gene Longo apparently lost his Mrs. at the

party for a while; for he was heard inquiring

as to the whereabouts of "the pretty girl with

the red hair".

DID YOU KNOW THAT—Snow thinks

that a Venetian blind was originally a light

chopper that didn't make good.'' Grigutis is

giving his future mother-in-law a copy of

Obrig for Christmas? (Guess who'll do his

shopwork.) Blaxland keeps his hair curly by

walking through a wind tunnel once a day.-*

Baden is an official authority on Chelsea's

bridge raising and lowering.'' Ginsberg ran

three miles (in the opposite direction), when
he saw the blind date Ruby "fixed" him up

with.^ Plonowski plans to sue the Boston and

Main R. R. for damages to his Adam hat?

Ruth's first name begins with C. The question

is—what are the other 3 letters? Kotler still

can't get a front seat at the Old Howard ?

In answer to a number of requests from

sophomores taking the speech course and

Seniors who didn't take it, I present a short

outline of an after-dinner speech. The recipe

is as follows:

1. Take 3 long breaths.

2. Compliment to the audience.

3. Funny story.

4. Outline of what you are NOT going to say.

5. Points that you will touch on later.

6. Two quotations from Esquire.

7. Outline of what you are going to say.

8. Points that you have not time to touch on

now.

9. Reference to what you first said.

10. Funny story.

11. Compliment to the audience.

12. Ditto to our City, State and Country.

13. Applause.

For an oration, simply use the same formula,

repeating each sentence three times in slightly

different words.

NOTE: Don't study this outline too well be-

cause there is many a good story teller at the

dinner, party or club who can't even make his

wife believe him when he gets home.

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cutler

on the birth of their daughter.

In closing, I dedicate four lines of nonsense

to all out-patients who, in our clinic, are an-

noyed by any test where dissociation of the

eyes is necessary.

'Twould make this cockeyed mortal grin

And laugh away dull care

If he could see his optometrist in

Another optometrist's chair.

B'EYE
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SofJt'ldei

Bowling is fast becoming the most popular

indoor sport, certainly among the sophomores.

There are six teams of four players each who
bowl every Thursday, and six teams of inde-

terminate number who sit and kibitz.

The games begin and pins commence to fly

in all directions. Timothy Katsos takes four

steps, covering eight yards, and lets the ball go

with a mighty sweep of his arm. Some go to the

left, some to the right, and one usually strikes

the pin boy.

Bob Moody was so excited when he saw his

high score that he couldn't hit the pins in the

last two frames, and as a result finished with

a score of ONLY 133 for the string.

The team supposed to be the weakest in the

league surprised everyone, including them-

selves, by winning the first seven games and

going into undisputed possession of first place.

Slobins, Lubin, Koffman, and Lewandowski,

the male Cinderellas in question, also scored

the highest total for one game, 4l6.

THEORY ON REFRACTIVE ERROR

The Don Harris method of determining the

error of refraction has opened a new field for

all who are interested in quicker methods of

obtaining an Rx. His theory is based on the

following fact: That there are more Muscae
Volitantes (flying fleas or fleeing flies) in the

myope than in the hyperope. This is due to

the fact that the myope has a larger vitreous

than the hyperope, and these Muscae are un-

developed vitreous cells.

The procedure is as follows: Place a pin-hole

disc at the anterior focal length of the patient

and ask him how many muscae he sees. By
carefully calculated tables it is possible to de-

termine the refractive error. For example, let us

take the following case. A patient of age 45

sees 28 muscae in ten seconds. According to the

table, this man is a 2 diopter hyperope; add
.50 diopters because of his age; subtract .25

diopters because his eyes are dark brown, and

by Allan Lubin and Irwin Sarkin

you end with the simple refractive error of 2.25

diopters of hyperopia. Of course this is only

the spherical component. The cylindrical com-

ponent is a little more difficult to estimate, but

Dr. Harris is now formulating tables by which

to ascertain within .25 diopters the amount of

astigmatism present.

PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA
Mike Izbitsky says that his obesity is due to

the fact that he gets so excited studying that

he eats continuously to satisfy his anxiety

neurosis.

Someone was overheard giving the following

explanation of what takes place prior to an

exam. The condition is known as neurocardia

psycho-neurasthenia. The syndrome associated

with this condition includes multiple cyanosis

(the blues to you), tachycardia, cranofortis of

the vascular system, sortofat of the stomach,

and sardonosis osnacratz of the heart. Symp-

toms are usually alleviated upon receiving pass-

ing grades in all subjects.

One student had an extreme case of anxiety

whenever marks were handed out. As a student

of psychology, we investigated his past to find

the reason for this obsession. It developed that

this student had a date with a very lovely girl,

but didn't want to take her out unless he had
a new suit. He couldn't very well take out the

girl in his shabby pants. When he went to the

store he found out that he couldn't buy the suit

because there was a ?nark-up on all wearing

apparel. He never saw the girl again. When
this boy was in high school he entered a foot-

race which he wanted to win with all his heart.

When the starter said, "On your mark, get set,

go!" our student started out in a hurry and

seemingly won the race. But he was disquali-

fied because his foot was over the starting tnark

at the beginning of the race. His uncle was
chased out of Hollywood because he was a firm

believer in Karl ALirx. This student was re-

ferred to Dr. Wekstein.

{^Please turn to page 17)
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^Ue £^4fe Ofienj^^ t?y Bud Cheruoff and Len Zuckerbraun

On September 15, 1948, while the pubhc inno-

cently read King Lear, a new era was opening.

Unknown to the masses, M.S.O.'s new fresh-

man class would meet for the first time. Pre-

diction was impossible. Would the conglomera-

tion of such great minds be too much ? As one

anonymous professor aptly put it, "The first

kid who uses a three-syllable word will be

shot."

From all over New England, in cars, on

buses, trains, and street cars, this new class con-

verged; from out of South Station, very sinister-

looking individuals furtively stole into the

M.T.A. subway and headed for Huntington

Avenue. This was the New York group.

Finally the freshmen of M.S.O. assembled

for their first class. There they were, the pride

of America. They were invited to two smokers;

there was talk of a Poverty Party, an Eyeball,

Moonlight Cruises, free decks of Pinochle at

the "Y", two frats, two coeds, and a big pile

of big, big books.

Now, two months later, there aren't any

freshmen about! Just a menagerie of hollow-

eyed, cadaverous-looking wrecks, who continu-

ously chant, "Factor out the ameboid wander-

ing cells, the acceleration of the syntheses

—

that word is Greek—is proportional to the Latin

prefixes divided by trimester exams, give in-

organic . . .

."

Did you know that Irv Horowitz has been

betting so continuously with Wally Taranto

that he has him listed as a dependent? They
let "Honest" Dick Tacelli hold the money. He's

as honest as the day is long. Who put out the

lights.'* A poll of the Frosh class has it that

92 per cent are going to the Eyeball with

"Harry". Either this fellah Zeltzer has a mar-

velous personality or a big car. Have you room

for another couple, Harry.? Every Monday
afternoon Al Bogad is the first headed down-

town. That Carrol-Canzonelli duo have the

morning bells timed down to perfection: they

get in at the last possible second. On being

questioned who was the guy seen with hmi,

Jordan Shapiro announced, "He was either my
edux or my pedagogue." If it weren't for Mr.

Fogg's derivatives, who knows what he would
be ? We have done considerable research and
discovered how Miss Godfrey and Miss Galvin

do so well in-class. They study. The way Weiss-

man hollers at Hessing, and vice versa, you

would think that they want to call home with-

out the aid of telephones. Mr. Wright's pic-

tures on "U" tubes, portraits of men and levers,

and abstracts in vectors should be given a one-

man art exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art.

The- Smokers were both highly successful,

and the Poverty Party was highlighted by out-

of-state males, and girls who looked as though

they had just come out of the big jars Mr.

Harris keeps in the Lab. Have you noticed that

every Monday Ferris, Bebergal, Blanchard,

Bloomfield, and Caron get into class at eight

and awake at noon. Are they overstudying ?

Mel Zolot announces the formation of a new
vaudeville team, "The Three Z's". They re-

hearse at the rear of every math class for their

performance in Chem.

Our class election has produced an eminent

list of inspired politicians. The Progressives

swept the majority, of the seats, while the New
York machine swept two corridors and the

stairway. The Honorable Mr. Daduk, on learn-

ing of his becoming president made his first

proclamation. "How do you spell president?"

The vice ( ?) presidency will be ably handled

by Mr. Becker. Our new class treasurer, Mr.

Emery, has been noticed studying travel folders

and airplane schedules; he will be bonded to-

morrow. Miss Galvin, who constitutes 50 per

cent of our freshman coed body, will be hand-

ling the job of secretary. Mr. Ratte and Mr.

Zeltzer are the class representatives to the Stu-

dent Council. Mr. Gross is our class advisor and

will double as chaplain. These officers, whom
we have elected, will be as powerful as the

amount of support we give them.
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PI OMICRON SIGMA
by Dave Koplowitz

Ye Olde Lantern Hall in Arlington was the

scene of much Hallowe'en hi-jinks as Pi Omi-
cron Sigma ran its annual Poverty Party on the

night of October 30th. Though the vestments

worn might have been tattered, the spirits of

all were high. (Some in fact were so full of

spirits they made swishing sounds as they

walked.) Yes indeed. P.O.S. had the pleasure

of playing hosts to 1 ^0 assorted male and fe-

male goblins. (They must have been goblins

because everytime I looked around they were

goblin' doughnuts or goblin cider.)

Among the official greeters was "Lance"
Spear who weighed luscious females with one
hand while frisking their escorts of about 10

shillings (Aussie) with the other. The above

couples thereupon wended their dazed way to

the main ballroom, where, however, they were
soon gliding and colliding about with the other

dancers.

Say. I never saw so many different costumes

since I was in Napoleon's army. (Ha, ha! I

was only kidding. Dr. Wekstein.) And speak-

ing of Napoleon's army, there were plenty of

G. L outfits worn. They ranged from the be-

medalled fatigues of Gerry Davis (including

a spelling bee^mcdal) to Harry Zeltzer's fa-

tigues which bore a ribbon tied about the hips

sporting a swastika to all who followed him.

There were face masks, slacks, top hats,

patches in all the colors of the iris . . . er, ex-

cuse me, I mean the rainbow, red underwear
and every type of shredded garments you can

think of. However, Bob Kisner's outfit was the

favorite of many. He wore what looked like a

pair of long Johns, but weren't. There sure

were some disappointed air corps boys when
they learned they couldn't practice letting down
Bob's flaps.

In addition to the convivial dancing and
prancing indulged in by all ambulatory cases,

contests were held to pick the best waltzers and
the best jitterbugs. Mr. Gross, of the faculty,

was the judge. The winners of the waltz con-

{PIease turn to page 18)

OMEGA EPSILON PHI
by Milt Gallhi

In order to accommodate both local and su-

burban brethren, O. E. Phi will now meet four

times monthly. All meetings are to be held on

Thursday, with one noon and one evening meet-

ing alternating; one evening meeting to include

entertainment in the form of movies or lectures.

The forerunner of this new schedule was the

theater party held on Friday, November 12.

The turnout was good, but someone had better

"scout" those shows before we boys indulge

again. 'Nuff saidl

To add color to the school and O. E. Phi

proceedings, plans are in progress to secure an

O. E. Phi banner to be adequately displayed in

the halls of our M.S.O.—a proud gesture on our

behalf too long overlooked.

Proudest news yet was Dean Green's an-

nouncement of the purchase of a new school

building and home for M.S.O. Our growing

pains will undoubtedly be alleviated by this ac-

tion and our spirit heightened proportionately.

The cheers you hear come sincerely from the

entire Zeta Chapter.

With the winter season coming on and our

Softball days behind us. Omega Epsilon Phi

is taking on all comers at the Huntington Bowl-

ing Alleys. Perhaps you Pi Omicron Sigma boys

would like some measure of revenge for the

trouncing we handed you at Softball ? Brothers

Robinson and Gerlan are on hand and willing

to arrange all matches. Remember, no "ringers"

allowed.

Topping off the social agenda this month is

the yearly inter-fraternity Eye Ball which was

held at the Copley-Plaza Hotel on November
20. Shell out the shekels, men. for the little

woman who just hasn't got a thing to wear and

needs a gown. Be sure to dust off your spats

too; this is going to be a fancy affair. Socks

must be worn ! ! ! Does anyone have an old $20

bill he doesn't want?

A sign in the maternity ward of a large hos-

pital gives many people a chuckle. It reads,

"Bear with us."
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STUDENT COUNCIL CORNER
by Milt Gallin

Adding solidity to the foundation and or-

ganization, the new constitution of the Student

Council was presented at the November 3 meet-

ing. At this time the necessary changes and

additions were made for the final draft, which

is soon to be presented to Dean Green for final

approval.

Since "The Scope" is the school's official pub-

lication and it was not intended that its funds

in the treasury be used to defray the costs of

publishing a year book for every graduating

class, it is now planned to include administra-

tion of "The Scope", which heretofore had

been autonomous, under the jurisdiction of the

Student Council. Henceforth it will be repre-

sented at the Student Council meetings and its

business-manager will post a semi-annual re-

port on its funds. Should it be desired to use

its funds to finance a senior year book, the

entire student body will be informed and asked

to vote on the question.

During the meeting the usual grievances were

aired. Most of these pertained to schedule

changes, particularly the desire to move the

Saturday classes. Upon meeting with Dean

Green however, the Council learned that at

present no such change is possible. The Dean

assured us that the wishes of the students are

and will always be given full consideration.

Under the guidance of President Jablow,

freshman class representatives to the Student

Council were elected November 15. The lucky

men were Harold Zeltzer and Louis Ratte. Wel-

come into the fold, boys, and prepare for work!

Ten years ago the identity of the Univis General Purpose Trifocal

most probably would have been a question mark in the minds of most

refractionists. Great numbers of clinical successes have brought this lens

device into an important role in everyday prescription.

With intermediate segment providing 50% of the near addition pre-

scribed, the "arm's length zone of blur" assumes the same clarity you have

provided in the distance and reading fields.

WILSON & HALFORD OPTICAL COMPANY

387 Washington Street Boston 8, Massachusetts
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SOPH-LITES
(Conthiued from page 13)

SURE WAYS TO RACK UP POINTS WITH
THE INSTRUCTORS

Keeping Dr. Wasserman informed as to

what the Mystery Tune is.

Pulling down charts for Dr. Hochstadt.

EXAM TIME
or

WHY STUDENTS' WIVES ARE
NEGLECTED

3:00 A.M.—Lights are seen going on all over

Back Bay as diligent M.S.O. stu-

dents resume the studying which

was discontinued at 2:30 A.M.

6:45 A.M.—Stark and Anderson are waiting

for the doors to open.

7:30 A.M.—As more students collect, every

conversation begins with "Do you

think he'll ask . .

."

9:00 A.M.—The Einsteins of M. S. O. are seen

doing difficult problems in the

Zoology Lab, which (of course)

gives the rest of us the jitters.

10:00 A.M.—The air is full of electricity as the

dreaded time draws near.

10:30 A.M.—The instructors begin to arrive

and are met by dozens of bowing
and scraping students.

10:55 A.M.—The supremely confident students

arrive.

11:00 A.M.—Zero Hour, and the culmination

of a whole trimester's work.

1:00P.M.—WHEW!!! Who needs potato

salesmen ?

SOME THISA AND THATA ABOUT
INSIGNIFICANT DATA
A man had bloomers tattooed on his chest

because he always wanted to have a chest of

drawers.

A man walked into Sharaf's the other day

and wanted to borrow 50c for a cup of coffee.

He claimed to be a htzvy tipper.

A man was cleaning the windows on the

100th floor of the Empire State Building when
his safety belt broke. Seeing that the end was

near, he grabbed it and climbed to safety.

That fellow certainly is an abdominal dancer.

When the young student was asked, "How
much is five and two?" he replied, "A natural."

The only time that it is quiet around the

school is when a flight of B-29's goes overhead

and drowns out the noise.

What is a pinafore? A pin is for keeping

the baby's diapers together.

How much does a sub weigh? Three ton.

Up-ton, down-ton and cross-ton.

What is an operetta? An operetta is the

person who upon picking up the phone says,

"Number please."

She was only an optometrist's daughter, but

two glasses and she made a spectacle of her-

self.

Definition of a joke—A conglomeration of

phrases uttered by the instructor, followed by

a hysterical burst of laughter—mainly by the

instructor. Laughing is not compulsory, but he

who laughs last—flunks.

NEW SCHOOL BUILDING
{^Continued from page 6)

Curtis Wells, Secretary of the Massachusetts

State Board of Examiners in Optometry; and

Dr. Arthur F. March, Jr., Editor of the "Bulle-

tin" of the Massachusetts Society of Optome-

trists.

Plans are being made to have an official dedi-

cation of the building in June 1949, when New
England is host to the American Optometric

Association.

Dresses lower

Prices higher.

Vice versa

I desire.
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p. 0. s.

{^Continued from page 13)

test were Barbara Klein and Walter Donahue.

In the contest for premier whirling dervishes,

Lew Rabinowitz and his partner proved once

again that the feet are faster than the eye. Mr.

Leon Ginsberg and Dottie Czechowski were

judged the most Halloweenish-dressed couple.

Their faces were almost the color of the red

flannels Leon was wearing when they saw the

uplifting gift awarded them.

Perhaps the piece-de-resistance of the eve-

ning was the entertaining of Eddie Hessing, one

of the more conspicuous of the freshman class.

Eddie has a natural wit and fortunately for us

was nice enough to exhibit it in public.

And so it may be said in general of the 1948

P.O.S. Poverty Party; it was good, but all too

brief. When 12 o'clock rolled around, it was

with great regret that everyone climbed on his

broomstick and whisked back to reality.

STYLE HOUSE
OF THE EAST

TRY US FIRST

We cordially invite the Optometric
profession to see our show room
displays.

We carry the largest stock of Zylo
frames in all shapes, styles and
colors.

DON'T LOSE A PATIENT
We shall be happy to assist you and

your patient in making a selection.

For the Profession Only

BUDD OPTICAL CO.
333 Washington St.

Boston 8, Massachusetts

Tel. CA. 7-5830—CA. 7-5413

HEMERALOPIA
{Co>7tinued from page 8)

Oguchi reported several cases with symptoms

of retinitis punctata albescens in which hemeral-

opia is the only functional disturbance even

though normally other disturbances are present

as well. Of the three cases reported, two were

of consanguineous parentage.

Accept these words of wisdom.

To console you all your life.

She'll make a better memory

Than she would have been a wife.

A canny young iisher named Fisher,

Once fished from the edge of a fissure.

A fish with a grin

Pulled the fisherman in

—

Now they're fishing the fissure for Fisher.

OPTICAL
SUPPLY

LENSES
ZYL FRAMES
METAL FRAMES
SUN GLASSES

WILLOUGHBY
OPTICAL
CO.. INC.

136 Lawrence Street

Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

Tel. ULster 5-6430

FOR NEW ENGLAND
REPRESENTATIVE
Call HI ghlands 2-9370
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WE LOOK BACK over a year of

accomplishment, and pause nowto ex-

tend our appreciation and our warm
greetings for this Holiday Season.

WE LOOK FORWARD with pleasure

in the knowledge of your continued

friendship and with hope in the

opportunity to help you in serving

the human need for better vision.

COLONIAL OPTICAL COMPANY

BAUSCH & LOMB

Now You Can Have Home Cooking

Di BlasFs Italian Inn
58 Westland Avenue

Across from Westland Garage

ITALIAN DISHES A SPECIALTY
Snack Bar and Booths

Try Our Students Specials:

Meat Cake Sandwich with Peppers and
Italian Sauce, with Coffee 25c

Evening F\ill Course Dinner 75c

Meal Tickets available at 10% discount
Our Kitchen is open for your inspection.

THE OPEX DOOR
287 Huntington Avenue

(near Gainsboro)

Large Selection of Christmas Cards

School Supplies

Stationery — Lending Libraiy

Information and Bus Tickets

to any point

10% Discount Cards for Students

CHRISTMAS CARDS FOR THE
ENTIRE FAMILY AT THE

SELTZER FLOWER SHOP
251 Huntington Ave.

Next to Symphony Hall

Special Rates to M.S.O. Students

Tel. KEnmore 6-0469 We Deliver

Shop at the

GAINSBORO PHARMACY, Inc.

291 Huntington Avenue

For Christmas Gifts for the

Whole Family

PARKER PENS - ELECTRIC RAZORS
CHRISTMAS CARDS
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Remember Me?

I'm the Univis Santa,

Last wear's "Mr. Yokel,"

Wearing BlhcaJ specs

When niv eyes were TR/focal/

IHIS year, from a distance,

A thousand Vm battin'

I'm hittin' Mteha^vken

As well as Manhattan/

mgsI'm Riling up stock

Unhampered hv him

And it's easy to figure

Just \yhat giit's who iexl

Oo when it comes Christmas

And \ou're pleased with your yield,

Give thanks for my specs

With that good arm's length field!

4/^/f/y (^/v^/^^s/

THE UNIVIS LENS COMPANY, DAYTON 1, OHIO






